We investigate the adhesion strength of poly(butylene terephthalate) or PBT on aluminum using density functional theorybased energy calculations on periodic models. Instead of dealing with a bigger polymer system, we considered, as aˆrst step, a small scale conˆguration to examine the key point of adhesion between PBT and Al surface. We placed the PBT monomer horizontally and vertically on aluminum surface. We also considered placing aluminum on top of the bulk PBT. By calculating the total energy of the system when PBT monomer approaches aluminum surface and comparing them with their energies when they are isolated, we obtain the binding energy of PBT on aluminum surface. The adhesion is stronger when the PBT monomer is oriented vertically than horizontally. Strong binding is also observed when the aluminum atom is placed on bulk PBT.
Introduction
The incorporation of metals with polymers has led to considerable interest because of their signiˆcant use in the industrial applications. Several studies are being done to improve the adhesion strength of these two materials most especially through the development of molding technologies. For instance, nanomolding technology (NMT) uses polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) and polyphenylene sulˆde (PPS) to adhere to aluminum 1) . These polymers have properties like exceptional heat and chemical resistance and good thermal stability. We are investigating the adhesion of these two thermoplastics on certain metals for they are known to have vast applications in the electronics, automobile and packaging industries. In one of our studies, we have shown that binding is strongest on the sulfur end of the PPS monomer and that there is an orientation dependence of the adhesion process 2) . However, there are few studies on the metallization of PBT and most of them are based on spectroscopic measurements. It is in this light that we want to investigate the adhesion of PBT on aluminum and other metals using density functional theory with cluster and periodic models.
Recently, we investigated the adhesion of PBT using cluster models 3, 4) . We used Gaussian 03 for both calculations and we found that the binding is strongest when the Al connects linearly with the carbonyl oxygen in the ester group of the PBT monomer 3) . We used this orientation to investigate adhesion for other metals 4) and concluded that PBT monomer also adheres strongly with silver.
In this paper, we extend our studies on the adhesion of PBT on aluminum using density functional theory-based calculations in the periodic systems. However, we consider the simplest form of PBT as aˆrst step to understand its adhesion to aluminum surface. The purpose of this study is to investigate stable orientations of PBT monomer as it binds with aluminum surface. We place the PBT monomer on an aluminum surface in diŠerent orientations, namely horizontal and vertical orientations. We also consider the case when aluminum is placed on the bulk structure of PBT. We present total energy relationships for each and their binding mechanisms.
Model and Method
For this study, we use three models to represent diŠer-ent ways for PBT monomer to adhere on the aluminum. We considered clean Al surface and PBT monomer for our unit cells to account for the aluminum treatment used in NMT and injection molding 1) . The models are consist of periodic systems which include the PBT monomer and Al(111). Both the monomer and the surface are constrained as they are placed near each other. In theˆrst model, our unit cell consists of the PBT monomer placed horizontally on the Al surface. We use 5×5 model of the Al(111) and the PBT monomer is positioned in such a way that the C-O is at 1809with the center Al atom of the surface. For the next model, our unit cell is composed of a PBT monomer oriented in a vertical position, but this time we remove one hydrogen atom at the C-O site that terminates one end of the PBT in order to allow interactions between the two O atoms with the aluminum surface. We place the other oxygen at the end of the monomer and place it near one Al atom. For the surface, we use a 3-layer Al(111) consisting of 18 Al atoms. Lastly for the bulk PBT, we followed the distances between the bulk PBT from the experiment done by Takahashi, et al 5) and placed an Al atom near the oxygen at the end of the monomer. The three orientations are shown on Figs. 1-3 . In all the orientations, we calculate the total energies as a function of separation distance from the center of the oxygen and aluminum atoms, r s based on density functional theory. We compared the total energy of the PBT/Al systems with the energies when they are isolated. We performˆrst principles calculations using plane-waves and pseudopotentials of DACAPO code 6, 7) . We use generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation energy.
The electron-ion interaction is described by optimized ultrasoft pseudopotentials using a cutoŠ energy of 60 Ry to limit the plane-wave basis set. We consider a vacuum region of about 10 Å separating the image surfaces. The two-dimensional Brillouin zone is sampled by 16 kpoints.
Results and Discussions
The total energy graphs for the diŠerent orientations are shown on Fig. 4 . The most stable distance of the PBT monomer oriented horizontally on the Al(111) is at 2.6 Å with binding energy of -0.299 eV. This is very far from the result obtained using the cluster model (1.4 eV), wherein only one atom of aluminum is placed near the carbonyl of the PBT monomer 3) . When PBT is placed horizontally on the aluminum surface, the hydrogen atoms contribute to steric hindrance with the metal surface, making the system to be unstable.
For the vertical orientation, the binding energy is about -3.40 eV, much larger than the one in horizontal orientation. The stable distance is 1.8 Å, which is similar to the stable distance of oxygen from aluminum in the previous study using cluster model 3) . On the other hand, Al atom on PBT shows the largest bonding among the three with adhesion energy of 4.88 eV, also at 1.8 Å. Aside from the binding energies, the curves on the graph for the PBT on the aluminum surface and on Al on PBT also imply that there are interactions between the Table 2 Atomic orbital electron occupancy of aluminum nearest the oxygen in the PBT for a) horizontal and b) vertical orientations on aluminum surface, and c) when the aluminum atom is on top of PBT neighboring PBT monomers on the aluminum surface. Tables 1 and 2 show the electron population of oxygen and nearest aluminum to the oxygen of PBT. From the values given, we can see that the aluminum atom placed on top of bulk PBT gives major electron contribution as compared to the vertical and horizontal orientations. The interaction occurs between on orbital p both on oxygen and aluminum. However, for the PBT on Al(111), the change in the electron occupancy in the orbitals are very trivial or almost negligible except for the slight change in the value for p x of oxygen in PBT. This is due to the collective interactions of individual atoms of PBT and the aluminum atoms of Al(111) as shown in the charge density distributions on Fig. 5 . Here, we can see that there is no localized charge distribution for both metal surface and monomer. The lowest value is 0.05 electrons/Å 3 for Al on PBT while the highest is 0.105 electrons/Å 3 for PBT on Al(111) at a vertical orientation.
This study shows that for periodic model, the PBT is more stable at a vertical orientation rather than horizontal manner when placed near the aluminum surface. Furthermore, the aluminum atom bonds greatly to bulk PBT at a distance of 1.8 Å.
Conclusion
We have investigated the adhesion strength of PBT monomer on aluminum surface using density functional theory-based total energy calculations. Based on the total energy graphs, the PBT monomer adheres strongly to the aluminum surface. Among the diŠerent models used, the aluminum atom placed on top of PBT demonstrates the strongest binding energy.
